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Goal: to know the most 
important parts of working 
on education in deliberative 
processes



We foster dialogue, we involve people.

participation social research communities



Why are education design 
and subject important 
in a deliberative process?



A well-constructed educational component prevents:

reliance on fake 
news

lack of courage 
for progressive 
solutions

inequalities in 
discussions



Stages of the process
Different forms of working 

with content

Learning funnel

Lorem IpsumLorem IpsumLorem Ipsum

Setting the question

Lorem IpsumLorem IpsumLorem Ipsum

Spotting the problem



Spotting the problem
➢What problem do you want to be solved?

You can think big and complex or be more specific.
➢Consult the final subject with the advocacy group. 
➢ Remember: The selected problem will affect the 

duration and cost of the process.



The problem…
➢ affects large portion of citizens
➢ is relevant for many
➢ demands urgent actions 
➢ could be addressed by the government
➢ The government is under public scrutiny 
➢ There is no one good solution for the problem 
➢ There are allies in place



Question… 
➢ Be as clear as possible
➢ Keep it short
➢ Leave it open
➢ State the boundaries
➢ Point out values you want to be considered 



Some Examples



How can Rzeszów achieve 
climate neutrality by 2025? 



Should we introduce 
the LEZ in Prague? 



How can our city prepare 
for the challenges of an 
ageing population? 



How should we regulate the 
development of AI?



Where do participants get 
their knowledge from? from their own 

experience of living 
in the city

from the circulating 
stories

from expert 
presentations 

(learnign funnel)

from an information 
handbook

space for asking 
questions



Learning funnel



Learning funnel



what is climate change →
human impact on climate change →
urban emissions and urban impacts →
what is climate neutrality →
sustainable transport →
electromobility



‘learning funnel’ is easy to 
say, harder to make it 
attractive…



above all, not to overload with 
knowledge
a ratio of at least as many presentations as 
discussions after the presentations



How not to bore participants?
Different forms of working with content.
● smaller group discussions
● live expert questioning, 
● expert panels (discussions), 
● testimonials, 
● participation of experts at tables - ex. world cafe







Where to get knowledge from to be objective?
● universities, attention to private actors and NGOs
● supervision of the selection of experts by the Committee.
● public participation by the Sites/Parties.
● snowball method, gender balance and compilation of counter 

opinions.
* Open recruitment.



Case study



Thanks for participating :)

Mateusz Wojcieszak

m.wojcieszak@poledialogu.org.pl


